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Geographically Local
I am interested to further explore the intricate complexity of the way that relationships are formed with in a
community.  I would like to do this working with multiple ideas and projects. Working between disciplines
and with many different people.  I am keen to explore when and how I might turn some projects and ideas
into paid for work and how I can harmonise a balance between more playful art / history / local initiatives.
Using the visual symbolism of the one mile map; how many different ways I can work with the map to
enhance projects or raise awareness about local issues, events etc. i.e. Is it possible to encourage local
recruitment – walk to work?

I would like to integrate the objectives and values of intergenerational practice within all that I do. As an
integral value not an isolated objective.

Emotionally Local
Life Story – For the past two years I have wanted to work on a book with my parent’s about their life. They
have travelled, lived through 3 revolutions and been avid collectors of objects and art. But more than that
they are my parents, I want to listen to and capture their stories. My farther is old, his memory starting to
falter. Working with long term memory and personal stories could prove useful memory therapy.  More than
that, this is a personal project, their history is my history. A personal project which could be useful for all
children of ageing parents.
Recent inspiration: Centre for Intergenerational Practice; Magic Me - A leading provider of
intergenerational arts projects; Sarah Reed - Many Happy Returns
About 700,000 people in the UK have a form of dementia,
a total that is expected to double or triple.

Project Ideas
•Ardizzone History Pub trail – Back to the local
•Monthly canal Kayak cruise – nature trail
•Local Enterprise Centre – women’s network
•Local work mapped
•Park - food garden
•Paddington Academy – care in the community
•Neighbour care
•Living history
•Growing food and keeping chickens!


